We prove that the most general solution of the Einstein equations with the cosmological constant which admits a principal conformal Killing-Yano tensor is the Kerr-NUT-(A)dS metric. Even when the Einstein equations are not imposed, any spacetime admitting such hidden symmetry can be written in a canonical form which guarantees the following properties: it is of the Petrov type D, it allows the separation of variables for the Hamilton-Jacobi, Klein-Gordon, and Dirac equations, the geodesic motion in such a spacetime is completely integrable. These results naturally generalize the results obtained earlier in four dimensions.
Introduction
Higher-dimensional black holes which might play the role of natural probes of extra dimensions are being discussed intensively at present (see, e.g., the review [1] and references therein). Recently, the subject of hidden symmetries of higher-dimensional black hole metrics has become of high interest. By studying the hidden symmetries it was demonstrated that higher-dimensional black holes are in many aspects similar to their fourdimensional 'cousins'.
Explicit spacetime symmetries are represented by Killing vectors. Hidden symmetries are related to generalizations of this concept. One of the most important of these generalizations is the hidden symmetry encoded in the principal conformal Killing-Yano (CKY) tensor [2, 3] . It was demonstrated that the Myers-Perry metric [4] , describing the higher-dimensional rotating black hole, as well as its generalization, the Kerr-NUT-(A)dS metric [5] which includes the NUT parameters and the cosmological constant, admit such a tensor [6] .
The principal CKY tensor generates hidden symmetries which are responsible for the existence of nonreducible quadratic in momenta conserved integrals of motion for geodesic motion. In consequence, it was shown that geodesic equations in the Kerr-NUT-(A)dS spacetime are completely integrable [3, 7] . Moreover, the Hamilton-Jacobi, Klein-Gordon, and Dirac equations are separable in this spacetime [8, 9, 10] . This spacetime is of the algebraic type D [11, 12] of the higherdimensional generalization of the Petrov classification [13] and can be presented in the generalized Kerr-Schild form [14] . All these remarkable properties make higher- * Electronic address: Pavel.Krtous@utf.mff.cuni.cz † Electronic address: frolov@phys.ualberta.ca ‡ Electronic address: kubiznak@phys.ualberta.ca dimensional black hole solutions very similar to the 4D black holes (see, e.g., [15, 16] for a review).
The study of 4D metrics admitting the principal CKY tensor showed that the corresponding class of solutions of the Einstein equations with the cosmological constant reduces to the Kerr-NUT-(A)dS spacetime [17] . The aim of this paper is to demonstrate that in the higherdimensional gravity the situation is similar. Namely, we shall prove the following results: The metric of any higher-dimensional spacetime which admits a principal CKY tensor can be put into a special canonical form which guarantees the following properties: (1) it is of the algebraic type D, (2) it allows a separation of variables for the Hamilton-Jacobi, Klein-Gordon, and Dirac equations, and (3) the geodesic motion in such a spacetime is completely integrable. When the Einstein equations with the cosmological constant are imposed the canonical form becomes the Kerr-NUT-(A)dS metric [5] .
Similar results were proved recently for spacetimes with a principal CKY tensor obeying special additional restrictions [18] . The conditions imposed, however, might have seemed very restrictive. In this paper we demonstrate that it is not so. Namely, we demonstrate that these restrictions are not necessary and that they in fact automatically follow from the properties of the principal CKY tensor. In particular, this means that all the results [3, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] (proved for the canonical form of the metric) immediately follow from the very existence of the principal CKY tensor. It also means that one cannot hope to arrive at more general spacetimes by relaxing the additional assumptions of [18] .
Here we present only a sketch of the proof of our results and for simplicity restrict to an even dimension D = 2n. All technical details, including the odd-dimensional case, will be discussed in [21] .
Definitions and assumptions
A principal conformal Killing-Yano tensor is defined as a closed non-degenerate 2-form h obeying the following equation
This equation implies
In what follows we shall assume that ξ = 0. The case when ξ = 0, and hence h is covariantly constant, requires a special consideration. The condition of non-degeneracy in an even dimension means that the skew symmetric matrix h ab in the D = 2n dimensional spacetime has the matrix rank 2n.
As any 2-form on a metric space, the principal CKY tensor h determines an orthonormal [19] Darboux basis which simultaneously diagonalizes the metric g and 'skew-diagonalizes' h. Namely, there exists a frame {e µ ,ê µ }, µ = 1, . . . , n, of 1-forms in which the metric and the principal CKY tensor are
(We do not use the summation convention for Greek indices-all sums over them are indicated explicitly and run in the range 1, . . . , n unless stated otherwise.) We denote byȟ the operator with components h c . The operatorȟ is antisymmetric with respect to the metric scalar product. This means that the operator −ȟ 2 = −ȟ ·ȟ is a non-negative definite symmetric operator, and its eigenvectors are given by vectors {e µ ,ê µ } of the vector frame dual to the Darboux basis
As discussed below, we assume that the eigenspaces corresponding to each eigenvalue x 2 µ > 0 are twodimensional and we call them the Killing-Yano (KY) 2-planes.
It is convenient to introduce also a basis of complex null eigenvectors {m µ ,m µ } which obey the relationš
with bar denoting the complex conjugation. These complex null vectors satisfy the normalization
and they are connected with vectors {e µ ,ê µ } from Eq. (4) as follows:
Uniqueness of the Kerr-NUT-(A)dS metric
Passing from a local description of the principal CKY tensor h at a chosen point to the description of a spacetime properties in some domain, we include into the notion of the principal CKY tensor the following requirement: the 'eigenvalues' x µ of h are functionally independent in some spacetime domain, that is we assume that x µ are non-constant independent scalar functions with different values at a generic point.
This also allows us to use x µ 's as coordinates. As a part of our result we demonstrate that these n coordinates can be upgraded by adding n new coordinates ψ i so that the metric and the principal CKY tensor take the form
Here, functions A i , A i µ and U µ are particular combinations of x µ 's,
and metric functions Q µ are given by
with X µ depending only on a single coordinate x µ . For odd number of dimensions the metric (8) contains few extra terms and its form can be found, e.g., in [5, 11] . We call (8)- (10) the canonical form of the metric. It can be consider as a higher-dimensional generalization of the form of the metric constructed by Carter in four dimensions [20] . In what follows we demonstrate that coordinates (x µ , ψ i ) used in (8) have a well defined geometrical meaning-determined completely by the principal CKY tensor. It should be emphasized that this canonical form follows from the existence of the principal CKY tensor off-shell, that is without imposing the Einstein equations. When the vacuum Einstein equations with the cosmological constant are imposed, the metric (8) turns out to be the Kerr-NUT-(A)dS metric [5, 11] for which one has
The constants c k and b µ are related to the cosmological constant, angular momenta, mass, and NUT charges, see, e.g., [5] for details. For b µ = 0 we obtain the constant curvature space. As mentioned in Introduction, the uniqueness of the Kerr-NUT-(A)dS metric has been already studied in [18] where it was proved provided the following additional assumptions:
That is, the authors of [18] explicitly required, that ξ is a Killing vector and that the principal CKY tensor h does not change along ξ. We prove now that both of these conditions are superfluous since they follow from the existence of the principal CKY tensor. The proof of the first condition is presented below, the second condition is a corollary of our explicit construction of the canonical form (8) of the off-shell metric.
Condition on the principal CKY tensor
First, we concentrate on the first condition in (12) . Let us denote D µ = ∇ m µ andD µ = ∇m µ . Using (1) one has
Applying D µ to (5) and using (13) one obtains
By taking a scalar product of (14) withm ν , using antisymmetry ofȟ and Eq. (5) again, the first term cancels out. Considering two cases when ν = µ and when ν = µ one gets
Let us define functions Q µ in terms of magnitudes of complex quantities
The orthonormal Darboux basis is not fixed by conditions (3) uniquely. There remains a freedom of a rotation in each KY 2-plane, which in terms of the null basis (7) reads m µ → exp(iϕ µ )m µ . We uniquely fix the Darboux basis by setting the phase factor α = π/2. Then, we have
Using (15) and (17) we find
Eqs. (15) and (17) also give us that the gradient dx µ of the eigenvalue function x µ is proportional to e µ ,
A simple calculation employing Eqs. (3), (18) and (19) shows that
With the help of the fact that this 1-form is exact and using the closeness of h we immediately obtain the desired relation
Killing vector condition for the Einstein spaces
The second condition in Eq. (12), which states that ξ is a Killing vector, can be easily proved if the Einstein equations are imposed. It was demonstrated in [2] that
For spaces satisfying the Einstein vacuum equations with the cosmological constant we have the Ricci tensor proportional to the metric and thanks to the antisymmetry of h we immediately get
Thus, on-shell the conditions (12) are valid and using the results of [18] one can derive that the metric represents the Kerr-NUT-(A)dS spacetime.
Construction of the canonical form of the metric
If we do not impose the Einstein equations, it is not a straightforward task to prove that ξ is a Killing vector. Therefore, instead we proceed in a different way-we prove directly the existence of coordinates ψ j and show that the metric can be written in the canonical form (8)-(10). Here we sketch only main steps, the details will be discussed in a more technical paper [21] .
First, taking all projections of equation (14), we collect a partial information about the Ricci coefficients. For example, we obtain that only those Ricci coefficients with at least two indices equal are nonvanishing. Next, using ξ · dx µ = 0 we can calculate the Lie derivative of e µ in terms of functionq µ = ξ · d(ln Q µ ). Using duality relations and action of the principal CKY tensor we find
where E ν µ are yet unspecified components. Expressing these Lie derivatives using covariant derivatives gives an additional information about the Ricci coefficients and determines the components E ν µ in terms of the Ricci coefficients and derivatives of Q µ . It also guaranteeŝ e ν · dQ µ = 0 for µ = ν andq µ =ê µ · d Q µ . These facts allow us to calculate the Lie brackets among all vectors e µ ,ê µ of the Darboux basis. They do not commute, with the exception of 'hatted' ones: [ê µ ,ê ν ] = 0. Now, we introduce a new basis {ǫ µ ,ǫ j }, µ = 1, . . . , n, j = 0, . . . , n − 1,
with A i µ given by (9) . The geometrical meaning ofǫ j can be elucidated by observing thatǫ j = K j · ξ, where K j is the j-th Killing tensor in the tower of 2-rank Killing tensors built from the principal CKY tensor in [3] .
Using the known Ricci coefficients and the Jacobi identity we can prove that vectors of this frame do commute,
Moreover, for the dual frame
we show
Both conditions (25) and (27) ensure that additionally to x µ , µ = 1, . . . , n, it is possible to introduce coordinates ψ j , j = 0, . . . , n − 1, such that
Taking into account the inverse of Eqs. (26) we get
Substituting (29) into (3) leads to the metric (8) with unspecified metric functions Q µ . However, in the process, we also learn that metric functions Q µ must take the form (10), particularly thatq µ = 0 and E ν µ = 0. This finishes the proof of our main result: we have constructed a coordinate system in which the off-shell metric takes the canonical form (8)- (10), starting only from the quantities determined by the principal CKY tensor.
As a consequence we have also established that ξ is a Killing vector which we call the primary one. Thus we proved both conditions (12) without employing the Einstein equations. Actually, all vectors ∂ ψj are Killing vectors-obtained by the action of the Killing tensors K j on the primary Killing vector ξ = ∂ ψ0 . They coincide with vectors used in [18] .
Summary
As we have already mentioned, several important results were earlier obtained for the general off-shell metric in a canonical form (8)- (10) . Namely, this metric is of the type D [11, 12] . It allows separation of variables for the Hamilton-Jacobi, Klein-Gordon and Dirac equations [8, 10] . Geodesic equations are completely integrable [7] and there exists a complete set of integrals of motion which are linear and quadratic in momenta [3] . Since the canonical form of the metric follows from the existence of the principal CKY tensor, all these properties are common for spacetimes which admit such a tensor.
In our consideration we have focused on a generic case when the principal CKY tensor is non-degenerate. In a degenerate case some of the eigenspaces of h may have more than 2 dimensions. We have also focused on an Euclidean form of the metric. After the Wick's rotation which transforms the Euclidean metric to the Lorentzian one, it may happen that some of the coordinates x µ become null. Additional degeneracy may be created when the primary Killing vector ξ vanishes. All these special degenerate cases require additional consideration.
